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This exceedingly busy and curiously
titled volume is based on the papers
given at a three-day conference held at
Massey University, Palmerston North,
New Zealand, in August 1992. As the
running footers on every page pro
claim, this was "New Zealand's first
Development Studies Conference."

Development that Works! Lessons
from Asia-Pacific, edited by A. Crosbie
Walsh. Development Studies Mono
graph 3. Palmerston North: Massey
University, 1993. ISBN 0114-8834, xii
+ 258 pp, maps, figures, tables, notes,
appendixes, bibliography. Paper,
NZ$29.50; US$4o.00 (both prices
include postage).

rather more than just a collection of
micro-monographs about micro
societies" (1) will depend on how much
thought each reader puts into an inte
grating process. The two chapters on
the Pacific deal with significant topics,
and students of the Pacific could bene
fit by learning more about what has
been and is happening in other small
island regions of the world. Beyond
that, the full significance of the union
of "islandness" and "smallness"
remains elusive. The whole book sup
ports the view suggested by Connell
and Aldrich that despite the many
striking similarities among small
islands and island groups all around
the globe, the destiny of each much
depends on its own, always unique,
geography, history, and society.

WILLIAM C. CLARKE

Macmillan Brown Centre for
Pacific Studies

* *

There were 132 participants, and 49 of
the papers are reproduced here, with a
further 2 listed by title or abstract only,
and "available from the author." The
volume was sent to press barely three
months after the conference, with only
perfunctory editing, and with the edi
tor's hopes that "the content of the
papers will more than compensate for
editorial blues and imperfections in
presentation."

Well, maybe. It depends on what
you are looking for. This is not a
tightly constructed academic volume,
and makes little pretense of being one.
It is the record of a university happen
ing, one that was, moreover, shot
through with the contemporary politics
of tertiary education in New Zealand,
where declining government funds and
an emphasis on "relevance" and quanti
fiable "outcomes" have led to new
kinds of competition. The papers vary
greatly in length, quality, and subject
matter, and by no means all of them
deal with "development that works."
The title, it turns out, simply reflects
the decision of a conference planning
committee to emphasize the successes
of development initiatives; those
papers that describe abject failures
have been embraced willy-nilly for
their "constructive spirit" and good
intentions.

Twenty-two of the papers are by
academics, most of them from Massey
University. Six were written by gradu
ate students, and a further three by
consultants, with the remainder com
ing from nongovernment organizations
and government departments.
Although somewhat less than half are
substantially concerned with the
Pacific rather than with Asia, I shall
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comment directly here on only these
Pacific papers.

The volume is divided into six parts.
Part A, "Development: Where Are We
Now?" contains the papers intended to
set the stage for the conference as a
whole, and includes the editor's intro
duction as well as a paper by New
Zealand's deputy prime minister. The
most interesting paper in this section is
the official dinner address by Konai
Helu Thaman, which is couched in the
form of a dialogue with "a feminist
friend who is also a lecturer" and
which skillfully captures the deep
ambivalence many educated Pacific
people have about the influences of
higher education and development in
the region.

Part B is concerned with "Produc
tion, Trade and Investment." This
includes a concise overview of eco
nomic development in Papua New
Guinea by H. G. Mannur, and two
useful papers on Fiji: one by A. G. D.
Whyte on developments in the pine
industry and another by B. J. Cutt that
gives a down-to-earth critique of rural
transport developments in Kadavu. A
further paper, by Albert K. Nita, is an
intelligent and penetrating overview of
the Integrated Rural Development
Programme of Papua New Guinea.

Part C covers "Resources, Environ
ment, Development" and contains five
papers dealing with the Pacific, of
which the most interesting are proba
bly R. M. Cassells' comparison of the
values of subsistence production and
logging royalties in northwestern
Choiseul, and Ian Frazer's detailed
study of the choices facing Solomon
Islands village agriculture. Nancy J.
Pollock's paper on food dependency

is also a good overview of discussions
arising from T. G. McGee's original
formulations. The other two Pacific
papers have more limited scope.

Part D, "People Participation," is
concerned mainly with the activities of
nongovernment organizations. John
Roughan has an excellent, practical
paper on the organization of the Solo
mon Islands Development Trust,
Regina Scheyvens describes the "quiet
revolution" being effected by Solomon
Islands women's groups, and Susan
Maiava documents the fortunes of a
newly established environmental group
in Western Samoa. The two papers on
Pacific Island migrants in New
Zealand, by Kuresa Tuimala-Faleseuga
and Iaveta Short, both strongly advo
cate self-help for the communities,
through a community economic devel
opment approach and education
respectively. The final paper, by
F. Martel and A. G. D. Whyte,
describes the results of survey research
on perceptions of community forestry
in Fiji.

Part E, "Aid Delivery/Technology
Transfer," has only one paper that is
substantially concerned with the
Pacific, by Penelope Schoeffel, but it is
one of the most valuable contributions
in the entire book. It is a detailed case
study of an aid project to establish a
water supply in a rural area of a
Melanesian country, to which she gives
the fictional name ofVaika. Schoeffel
provides a detailed analysis of what
went wrong and concludes with some
sharp observations on the stupidities of
both project planners who fail to take
sociological factors into account, and
those sociologists and anthropologists
who sniff at all development projects
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because they hold them to be somehow
tainted by the insidious odors of inter
national exploitation.

The final Part F includes the editor's
description of how the Development
Studies program at Massey University
has been built up (very largely through
his own efforts, though he does not
draw attention to this in any way), as
well as a paper by John McKinnon on
the wider possibilities for such studies
elsewhere in New Zealand.

The volume is eccentrically pagina
ted, a consequence of haste in getting it
to print, and would have been better
without the self-congratulatory quotes
adorning the title pages of the separate
parts. It is difficult to sum up such a
diverse collection. A number of the
papers are naive, covering lack of anal
ysis with idealism; most are at least
workmanlike and contain a lot of valu
able information; and a few are truly
illuminating. Overall, though, the
collection has a vitality, directness, and
intellectual honesty that is unfortu
nately not common in the huge litera
ture on development in the Pacific,
even that produced by much more
prestigious and lavishly endowed bod
ies than Development Studies at Mas
sey University.

ANTONY HOOPER

East- West Center, Honolulu
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The United States and the Pacific
Islands, by John C. Dorrance. Wash
ington Papers, 158. Westport, CT:
Praeger, with Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Washington, DC,

1992. ISBN 0-275-94471-9, xx + 192
pp, tables, map, notes, index. Cloth,
US$39·95; paper, US$q·95·

When John C. Dorrance died in 1991
the United States lost a leading Pacific
Islands specialist. In 1989, he retired
early from the State Department: he
had slim hopes of the kind of post he
merited, because of the odd custom of
filling ambassadorships with friends of
the president. Characteristically, he
accepted this reality without outward
bitterness, plunging into a new career
as a consultant. This book is the prod
uct of that final period of his life, but
also reflects a deep understanding,
based on rich experience, of strategic
and political issues in the Pacific
Islands region. It provides a lucid intro
duction, from an American perspec
tive, to regional strategic issues and
helps illuminate the key assumptions
and the evolution over recent decades
of official United States thinking about
the region.

After opening chapters considering
the regional strategic environment and
the main regional security and political
issues, the book examines United
States interests and objectives in the
region, United States policy in the
North Pacific (Guam and the compo
nents of the former Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands), and United States
policy in the South Pacific. Next it
discusses "Australia, New Zealand,
and Other External Powers," and "The
Soviet Union and the Pacific Islands."




